
Terms and Conditions

Introduction

Welcome to the digital platform operated by CHAMPCHAIN OÜ (16988976) ("we",
"us", "our"), headquartered in Estonia. Our platform offers a range of digital services
and products, designed to empower our users with innovative blockchain solutions.
By accessing or using any part of our platform, you agree to be bound by these
Terms and Conditions ("Terms") and our Privacy Policy. If you do not agree to all the
terms and conditions of this agreement, then you may not access the website or use
any services.

1. User Conduct and Responsibilities

You must be at least 18 years old to access or use our platform. By accessing or
using the platform, you represent and warrant that you are at least 18 years of age.
Our platform is not intended for and should not be used by individuals under the age
of 18.

You agree not to use the platform in any manner that:

● Infringes or violates the intellectual property rights or any other rights of
anyone else.

● Violates any law or regulation.
● Is harmful, fraudulent, deceptive, threatening, harassing, defamatory, obscene,

or otherwise objectionable.
● Jeopardizes the security of your account or anyone else’s.
● Attempts to gain unauthorized access to the platform, other users' accounts,

or to the computers, servers, or networks connected to the platform through
hacking, password mining, or any other means.

2. Intellectual Property Rights

The content on our platform, including without limitation, the text, software, scripts,
graphics, photos, sounds, music, videos, and interactive features, and the
trademarks, service marks, and logos contained therein ("Marks"), are owned by or



licensed to CHAMPCHAIN OÜ (16988976). Content on the platform is provided to
you AS IS for your information and personal use only and may not be used, copied,
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, broadcast, displayed, sold, licensed, or
otherwise exploited for any other purposes whatsoever without the prior written
consent of the respective owners.

3. Third-Party Links and Services

Our platform may contain links to third-party websites, advertisers, services, special
offers, or other events or activities that are not owned or controlled by CHAMPCHAIN
OÜ (16988976). We do not endorse or assume any responsibility for any such
third-party sites, information, materials, products, or services.

4. Errors, Inaccuracies, and Omissions

Occasionally there may be information on our site or in the service that contains
typographical errors, inaccuracies, or omissions. We reserve the right to correct any
errors, inaccuracies, or omissions, and to change or update information if any
information in the service or on any related website is inaccurate at any time without
prior notice.

5. Alcohol-Related Content

Age Restriction for Alcohol-Related Content

Our platform promotes products that include alcoholic beverages. By accessing our
platform, you affirm that you are of the legal drinking age in your jurisdiction and that
any alcohol-related content accessed on our platform will be viewed responsibly and
in compliance with all applicable laws.

Responsible Consumption

We are committed to promoting responsible consumption of alcoholic beverages.
Our platform's alcohol-related content is intended for informational and promotional
purposes only and should not be interpreted as an encouragement of excessive or
irresponsible consumption of alcohol.

Compliance with Laws

You agree to comply with all applicable laws regarding the viewing of alcohol-related
content and the consumption of alcoholic beverages in your jurisdiction. It is your
responsibility to ensure that you are legally allowed to view alcohol-related content in
your jurisdiction.



6. Digital Assets and Cryptocurrency Content

Informational Purposes Only

The content provided on our platform related to NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens), digital
assets, and cryptocurrencies is for informational purposes only. It is not intended as
financial, investment, legal, tax, or any other professional advice. Before engaging in
any transactions involving NFTs, digital assets, or cryptocurrencies, you should
consult with a professional advisor.

No Endorsement

Our platform may discuss, promote, or provide information about specific NFTs,
digital assets, or cryptocurrencies. Such content does not constitute an
endorsement or recommendation from us. We are not responsible for the validity,
accuracy, legality, or security of any NFTs, digital assets, cryptocurrencies, or related
transactions.

User Responsibility

You acknowledge and agree that any decision to buy, sell, trade, or otherwise engage
with NFTs, digital assets, or cryptocurrencies based on information obtained from
our platform is made at your own risk. You are solely responsible for ensuring
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations in your jurisdiction related to
NFTs, digital assets, and cryptocurrencies.

Risks Involved

You understand that NFTs, digital assets, and cryptocurrencies involve significant
risks, including but not limited to market volatility, regulatory changes, and
technological challenges. We make no representations or warranties regarding the
advisability or potential value of any NFT, digital asset, or cryptocurrency.

7. Entire Agreement

These Terms and any policies or operating rules posted by us on this platform or in
respect to the service constitute the entire agreement and understanding between
you and us. Any ambiguities in the interpretation of these Terms shall not be
construed against the drafting party.

8. Indemnification



You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless CHAMPCHAIN OÜ (16988976)
and our parent, subsidiaries, affiliates, partners, officers, directors, agents,
contractors, licensors, service providers, subcontractors, suppliers, interns, and
employees, harmless from any claim or demand, including reasonable attorneys’
fees, made by any third-party due to or arising out of your breach of these Terms or
your violation of any law or the rights of a third-party.

9. Governing Law

These Terms shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
Estonia, without giving effect to any principles of conflicts of law.

10. Changes to Terms

We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to update, change, or replace any part of
these Terms by posting updates and changes to our platform. It is your responsibility
to check our platform periodically for changes.

11. Contact Information

Questions about the Terms should be sent to us at ptc@champassociation.io.

mailto:ptc@champassociation.io

